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Tied Up In Knots (Marshals Book 3)

Marshals: Book ThreeMiro Jones is living the life: heâ€™s got his exciting, fulfilling job as a US
deputy marshal, his gorgeous Greystone in suburban Chicago, his beloved adopted family, and
most importantly, the man who captured his heart, Ian Doyle. Problem is, Ian isnâ€™t just his
partner at workâ€”Ianâ€™s a soldier through and through. That commitment takes him away from
Miro, unexpectedly and often, and itâ€™s casting a shadow over what could be everything Miro
could ever dream of. Work isnâ€™t the same without Ian. Home isnâ€™t the same, either, and
Miroâ€™s having to face his fears aloneâ€¦ how to keep it together at the office, how to survive
looming threats from the past, and worst of all, how to keep living without Ianâ€™s rock-solid
presence at his side. His life is tied up in knots, but what if unknotting them requires something more
permanent? What would that mean for him and Ian? Miroâ€™s stuck between two bad choices, and
sometimes the only way to get out of the knot is to hold tight to your lifeline and pull.
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** spoiler alert ** *spoiler alert*** spoiler alert ** *spoiler alert*** spoiler alert ** *spoiler alert***
spoiler alert ** *spoiler alert*This is your warning... do not read if you're just going to get mad and
thumbs down my review just because there are spoilers here... I DID WARN YOU!Alrightâ€¦. First I
have to say I was given an ARC of this book by the publisher in exchange for an honest reviewâ€¦
Okay, now that thatâ€™s out of the wayâ€¦ Iâ€™m gonna fan girl-and fan girl HARDâ€¦. Prepare and
Beware; there might be some mild spoilers....I have been in love with Mary Calmes stories since the
day I picked up â€œA Matter of Timeâ€•. Jory and Sam have been my favorite m/m couple since the
history of ever...only slightly ahead of Ian and Miro; theyâ€™re my second favorite ever, so when I
saw that this story was up for review; I almost wanted to beg for it. Having read and then re-read the
first two in this series; I was ready to get my hands on this one and let me tell ya, after book 2, it had
some tall shoes to fill. I had very high expectations for this one. The emotion I felt all through the last
one when Ian got deployed and the suffering of Miro when he was with Hartley and seeing Ian suffer
through thatâ€¦ Man, this one would have to top that one, ya know?It did.In the beginning, we had a
lot of new people, since Miro was loaned out while Sam was on vacation; thatâ€™s a big no-no with
Sam and the situation Miro found himself in was exactly why. Ian was currently deployed again,
which sucked because, they work best when they work together, he and Miroâ€¦ There were a lot of
new guys, of course, being in a different place with all new players but I have to tell you, I was
interested in getting to know them all!

So, this tale ends in the start of a cemented HEA for Miro and Ian, which we may or may not see
happening in a future book. I'm not sure if there will be one, as this one couldn't make its mind up
about anything, and it was soooooo full of so many things, that it's incredibly hard to review without
Spoilering, so you have been warned.Miro and Ian barely spend any time in this tale, as he's on an
op when it starts and he's back a day or so when he's called away, on a total red herring if ever
there was one.Miro turns a bit Jory-esque in this, with everyone loving him, or seemingly so, with
one guy who I was never sure about, actually making a pass on Ian and Miro's doorstep, not
realising that Ian has come home early.There's Cabot and Drake who are meant to be getting
married in a few months, but one or perhaps both have come to the realisation that they've never
been with anyone else and that there's a smorgasbord of guys out there...a storyline that went
nowhere.Josue is introduced as a character who perhaps may need to be in WITSEC, but who
doesn't quite make it there, though he may have met his destiny in a guy who doesn't believe in
destiny or in Josue's tarot readings.There's an absolute mishmash of alphabet agencies and
characters in this, including a couple of partners who have the hots for each other and who may well

end up as side, or perhaps even main characters, in a future Marshals tale, or simply a Calmes
tale.Duncan Stiel makes an appearance which was a bit of filler. Hannah Banana got a mention as a
bit of filler, as did Aaron and one of his limos, I think. A whole load of ex service not-quite-buddies of
Ian appear, a fight ensues, seniors get involved and then it all fizzles out.
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